HISTORY OF MITOCHONDRIAL TOXICITY
=================================

Recognition of the ability of specific chemicals such as oligomycin ([@kfy008-B26]), 2,4-dinitrophenol ([@kfy008-B46]), pentachlorophenol ([@kfy008-B20]), or carbon monoxide ([@kfy008-B94]) to poison mitochondria goes back more than 60 years. In subsequent decades, sporadic reports of chemicals affecting mitochondria continued to be published. The number of such reports, as well as the scope of mitochondrial impacts reported, began to expand in the 1990s, as described in the companion article by Dr Wallace (this issue reference). A series of groundbreaking reports by Drs. Will, Dykens, and colleagues beginning in 2007 ([@kfy008-B38]; [@kfy008-B39]; [@kfy008-B63]) raised awareness of how common drug-induced mitochondrial toxicities were. Since then, the potential importance of mitochondrial toxicity as a mode of toxicity for many chemicals including drugs, pollutants, and others has been highlighted by several reviews ([@kfy008-B19]; [@kfy008-B67]; [@kfy008-B72]; [@kfy008-B85]; [Figure 1](#kfy008-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Empirically, mitochondrial perturbations (most often, alterations in membrane potential) are one of the most common outcomes of *in vitro* toxicity screening efforts, including those of the National Toxicology Program ([@kfy008-B6], [@kfy008-B5]; [@kfy008-B101]). We note, however, that chemicals which induce mitochondrial impairment can do so through multiple mechanisms ([@kfy008-B24]; [@kfy008-B39]; [@kfy008-B96]) including non-"traditional" targets, as highlighted below; that is, there is not just one "mechanism" of mitochondrial toxicity.
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In parallel with this growing understanding of mitochondrial chemical toxicity, awareness of the importance of mitochondria in disease has been growing rapidly. We now know that diseases caused by mutations in either the nuclear or mitochondrial genome, while each individually rare, collectively affect at least one person in 4,300 ([@kfy008-B48]). A much larger number of individuals is affected by diseases associated with, but not necessarily caused directly or entirely by mitochondrial dysfunction, including common diseases of aging such as Parkinson's Disease, Alzheimer's Disease, and cancers ([@kfy008-B95]). This raises the concerns that individuals suffering from mitochondrial diseases may be at greater risk from exposure to mitochondrial toxicants, or that such exposures may contribute to these diseases. This possibility was reviewed carefully in the context of idiosyncratic drug-induced liver injury, a major category of off-target drug effects, over 10 years ago ([@kfy008-B15]). In addition, clinical evidence for sensitivity of individuals with mitochondrial diseases to chemicals has emerged ([@kfy008-B29]), and work with mouse cells with mtDNA variants supports significant variability in response to mitotoxicants ([@kfy008-B73]). However, to our knowledge, there is little epidemiological literature addressing potential mitochondrial gene-environment interactions. This is unfortunate, because genetic contributions are typically modest, and environmental factors are likely quite important for many chronic diseases ([@kfy008-B17]; [@kfy008-B78]). Therefore, as chronic diseases become more and more common in the United States and globally, the potential health significance of environmental exposures that perturb mitochondrial function will grow.

The rapid increase in interest in mitochondrial toxicity is reflected in the recent publication of a special issue of the journal *Toxicology*, entirely dedicated to mitochondrial toxicity ([@kfy008-B66]), as well as an updated and much-expanded version of the *Drug-Induced Mitochondrial Dysfunction* text edited by James Dykens and Yvonne Will, now re-titled *Mitochondrial Dysfunction by Drugs and Environmental Toxicants* (Dykens, in press), which includes chapters on organ-specific effects, mitochondrial toxicity assays, and clinical reports. Both contain a wealth of detailed information and extensive references.

CUTTING-EDGE AREAS OF RESEARCH
==============================

There are many areas in which our understanding of mitochondria is growing rapidly, including toxicology ([@kfy008-B66]) as well as basic biology. Following, we briefly describe some of the most toxicologically relevant areas of cutting-edge mitochondrial research.

The Paradox of Mitochondrial Reactive Oxygen Species (mtROS)
------------------------------------------------------------

ROS are molecules containing oxygen that are more chemically reactive than molecular oxygen (O~2~), and which therefore have the potential to damage cellular macromolecules. We have long understood that in most cells, the majority of ROS are generated in mitochondria. The level of mtROS production depends on many factors, including the ease with which electrons flow through the electron transport chain (ETC). When the ETC is highly reduced (chemically), the likelihood of electrons moving to oxygen to form superoxide anion increases. In fact, early overestimates of the percentage of oxygen converted to superoxide anion in cells (∼2%, rather than the more accurate value of ∼0.1%) resulted from studies in which the ETC was inhibited with cyanide ([@kfy008-B44]). Another factor influencing mtROS generation is calcium signaling, wherein calcium ions are passed from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) to the mitochondria "quasi-synaptically," that is, through very closely associated mitochondria-associated ER membranes (MAMs; [@kfy008-B62]). Calcium promotes ATP synthesis by stimulating ATP synthase and Krebs cycle enzymes ([@kfy008-B82]), and may therefore stimulate increased mitochondrial metabolic rate, oxygen consumption, and mtROS production. We note that while most data suggests that calcium accumulation in the mitochondria results in increased mtROS (e.g., [@kfy008-B50]), there are also reports of unchanged ([@kfy008-B70]), or decreased ([@kfy008-B91]) mtROS production, potentially depending on the calcium load, metabolic state, and substrate availability of the mitochondria ([@kfy008-B1]).

The early perspective on mtROS was that they were essentially damaging agents which could cause toxicity and pathology, but that this was the evolutionary price paid for the energetic efficiency of utilizing oxygen for energy production. It is now clear that mtROS also serve a variety of crucial roles. These include immune functions (addressed below), basic developmental processes (e.g., [@kfy008-B28]), but also adaptation to more pro-oxidant environments via the transcriptional upregulation of antioxidant and other defenses through redox-sensitive signaling pathways such as Nrf2/Keap1. Moreover, there is recent evidence that the intra-mitochondrial site of ROS formation, in addition to the amount and timing, may be important in determining destructive vs. signaling roles ([@kfy008-B89]), and that extra-mitochondrial ROS generation may be important as well ([@kfy008-B32]). Critical ongoing research will permit increased mechanistic understanding of the beneficial roles of mtROS and the doses and timecourses over which they occur, and how environmental exposures may alter these processes ([@kfy008-B13]). This knowledge will in turn allow a better understanding of the beneficial and deleterious effects of mtROS.

Increased Understanding of Mitochondrial Homeostasis
----------------------------------------------------

Mitochondria possess many of the same defense systems present elsewhere in the cell, including proteases, lipases, antioxidant enzymes and molecules, chaperones, and DNA repair enzymes, all of which are current topics of research. In addition, mitochondria, like some other organelles, can be recycled via autophagy including mitophagy, in which specifically *damaged* mitochondria are targeted for lysosomal degradation. However, they also possess both unique vulnerabilities in that they lack some defense mechanisms, and unique attributes that can make them more robust to stressor challenge. For example, mitochondria have multiple copies of their own genome, but lack nucleotide excision repair, a pathway responsible for the repair of DNA damage resulting from a wide range of very important environmental exposures including polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, aflatoxins, cisplatin, and high-energy ultraviolet radiation. On the other hand, the multiplicity of mitochondrial genomes, combined with the ability to remove and replace mitochondria and mtDNA via mitochondrial fusion, fission, autophagy, and biogenesis, allows them to tolerate and slowly remove otherwise irreparably damaged DNA ([@kfy008-B10]). This may be why it has been challenging to detect mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) mutagenesis in laboratory models after chemical exposure ([@kfy008-B93]), despite reasons to expect such mutagenesis ([@kfy008-B66]). Genetic deficiencies in these processes, however, may complicate these responses; for example, there are a large number of mutations affecting the mtDNA replication machinery, and these can result in sensitivity to stressors ([@kfy008-B25]). Mitochondrial fusion and fission are increasingly understood to be a key part of the mitochondrial stress response: mitochondrial morphology changes in a nonmonotonic fashion in response to mitochondrial stress ([@kfy008-B68]), and there is evidence that the genetic loss of such processes (which occurs in the human population) greatly increases sensitivity to some chemicals ([@kfy008-B59]). Emerging pathways that are distinct from classical mitophagy, including mitochondria-derived vesicles and micro-mitophagy, also serve to recycle damaged mitochondrial components ([@kfy008-B16]; [@kfy008-B68]). Finally, mitochondria or mitochondrial contents may be removed by cellular export processes including exocytosis but potentially also other, newly identified mechanisms, at least from some cell types. This may serve to remove damaged molecules ([@kfy008-B30]; [@kfy008-B65]), to activate the immune system (addressed in the next paragraph), or to signal to the nucleus. Indeed, a key area of rapid growth in mitochondrial homeostasis research is elucidation of the multiple signaling mechanisms employed by mitochondria to signal to the nucleus, including biosynthetic intermediates, nucleotides, peptides, cardiolipoin, mtROS, the mitochondrial unfolded protein response (mtUPR), energetic deficit detected by a reduced AMP:ATP ratio and/or reduced membrane potential, calcium release, dynamics and signaling in MAMs, and more ([@kfy008-B16]; [@kfy008-B45]; [@kfy008-B77]).

Mitochondrial Role in the Immune Response
-----------------------------------------

The relationship between mitochondria and the immune system is a rapidly growing field. It is now clear that mitochondria can act as crucial regulators of innate immune responses through distinct mechanisms. One way is through the release of damage-associated molecular patterns (mtDAMPs), which include mtDNA, ATP, cardiolipin, and formyl peptides. Due to the bacterial ancestry of mitochondria, mtDAMPs are recognized by the same set of innate immune receptors involved in the detection of bacterial infections, triggering inflammatory responses such as chemotaxis of innate immune cells and cytokine production ([@kfy008-B83]). Mitochondria are additionally involved in other important innate immune processes, including mtROS-mediated activation of multiple immune responses ([@kfy008-B74]; [@kfy008-B98]); neutrophil extracellular traps, a recently discovered phenomenon in which extruded cellular contents including DNA are used to snare pathogens ([@kfy008-B36]); and possibly also by direct production of their own ROS to accelerate pathogen destruction in phagolysosomes ([@kfy008-B74]). However, while mitochondrial-induced immunity is essential for an effective antimicrobial defense, damaged mitochondria can also lead to abnormal activation of the innate immune system resulting in auto-inflammatory or autoimmune diseases ([@kfy008-B83]). Thus, mitochondrial damage caused by environmental exposures may be involved in the development and/or progression of auto-inflammatory or autoimmune diseases, as well as diseases resulting from altered levels of mtROS. The potential for several types of mitotoxicants to affect immune function, including heavy metals, pesticides, herbicides, cigarette and cookstove smoke, airborne particulate matter, was recently reviewed ([@kfy008-B98]). For example, the Complex I inhibitor rotenone causes mtROS generation, release of mtDAMPs including mtDNA, and inflammatory responses, leading to the hypothesis that such responses may comprise a portion of the environmental contribution to some neurodegenerative diseases ([@kfy008-B98]). There is a clear need for studies elucidating the mechanisms and chemical-specific contexts in which mitochondrial dysfunction contribute to the development of drug or pollutant-related diseases.

Cell Nonautonomous and Systemic Effects
---------------------------------------

The effects of mitochondrial dysfunction are often confusingly cell type-specific, as is the case for the majority of known mitochondrial diseases, in which a mutation results in a pathology in only one or a few tissues. For example, inherited optic nerve degeneration can be caused by mutations in mitochondrial genes in the cases of Leber's Hereditary Optic Neuropathy (arising primarily from mutations in mtDNA-encoded ETC components) and Autosomal Dominant Optic Atrophy (arising from a mutation in the nuclear-encoded OPA1 outer membrane fusion protein), yet other high energy use and post-mitotic cell types seem unaffected by these mutations ([@kfy008-B7]). On the other hand, mitochondrial effects can be confusingly systemic, as in the case of exercise, which induces mitochondrial biogenesis in the brain and liver as well as muscle ([@kfy008-B49]; [@kfy008-B58]). Furthermore, a long-term endurance exercise regimen even rescued the systemic early aging and premature death phenotype in mtDNA mutator mice which bear a proofreading-deficient mtDNA polymerase, again by inducing mitochondrial biogenesis in all tissues studied: skeletal muscle, lungs, heart, ovary, and liver ([@kfy008-B86]). Systemic mitochondrial biosynthesis was accompanied by remarkable protection from early pigment loss in fur (graying), cardiac pathology, sarcopenia, splenomegaly, and decline in motor performance. Similarly, work in model organisms as simple as *Caenorhabditis elegans* resulted in the identification of cell-non-autonomous effects of mitochondrial stress: genetic knockdown of complex IV in neurons triggered a mtUPR in intestinal cells ([@kfy008-B37]); conversely, rotenone-mediated Complex I inhibition in intestinal cells was neuroprotective ([@kfy008-B27]). Further characterization of the mechanisms by which these cell-non-autonomous effects are mediated is an important area of current research.

Long-Term Effects of Mitochondrial Perturbation and Mitochondrial-Epigenetic Cross-Talk
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

There are increasing reports of long-term effects of mitochondrial toxicity. For example, *in utero* as well as postnatal exposure to low-level arsenic (which exerts part of its toxicity in mitochondria) in mice fed a high-fat "Western" diet resulted in persistent alterations to energetics in young adults ([@kfy008-B33]). Similarly, *in utero* exposure to nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NRTIs), which among other effects interfere with mtDNA polymerase function, resulted in persistent mitochondrial defects ([@kfy008-B34]). Maternal high-fat and high-sugar diet led to three generations of altered mitochondria and metabolic dysfunction in mice ([@kfy008-B84]). The preceding examples fit into the Developmental Origins of Health and Disease paradigm, suggesting the possibility that mitochondrial function is particularly susceptible to persistent alteration, perhaps due to the dynamic changes that may establish mitochondrial parameters early in development ([@kfy008-B67]). However, there are also cases of persistent mitochondrial effects resulting from adult exposures, such as the progressive and cumulative cardiotoxicity of the chemotherapy drug doxorubicin ([@kfy008-B23]). The possibility that such exposures could lead to very long-term effects, including in future generations, is of great concern. Thus, there is a need to understand how common these outcomes are, how much timing of exposure matters, and the mechanism(s) by which they occur. In some cases, such as NRTI-induced damage, the long-term effects might be driven at least in part by what are essentially teratogenic effects (altered tissue formation). In other cases, however, it is possible that persistent effects are driven by epigenetic reprogramming. For example, [@kfy008-B43] identified changes in nuclear DNA methylation associated with the doxorubicin-mediated cardiomyopathy. There are also reports of altered cytosine methylation in mtDNA associated with pollutant exposure in people ([@kfy008-B21]), and the potential importance of epigenetic regulation of the mitochondrial genome is itself a new area of research. However, in general, it remains unclear whether the chemical exposures directly affect mitochondria, which subsequently triggers alterations in epigenetic patterns, or whether the causative event is a toxicant-induced change to epigenetic patterning that subsequently affects mitochondria via altered transcription. Possible mechanisms for both have been recently reviewed ([@kfy008-B97]).

Advances in Testing Chemical Mitotoxicity
-----------------------------------------

Because chemicals can induce mitochondrial impairment through multiple mechanisms, a variety of methods are required to evaluate mitotoxicity. Classic methods include measurement of the content or activities of mitochondrial enzymes; ATP levels; membrane potential; oxygen consumption; reduction potential; metabolite production; and morphological analysis (Dykens, in press). Recent advances include improved understanding of limitations of classic methods; higher-sensitivity, higher-specificity, and or higher-throughput versions of those methods; and novel methods. Will and Dykens recently published a review highlighting what has been learned in the context of preclinical testing of drugs for mitochondrial toxicity ([@kfy008-B99]).

Important limitations of classic methods include specificity, throughput, and extrapolability of *in vitro* to *in vivo* conditions. For example, dye reduction assays such as the MTT assay, while extensively employed, are nonspecific because of reduction capacity present in other cellular compartments ([@kfy008-B9]). Measurement of the activity of isolated ETC complexes may not reflect *in vivo* mitochondrial dysfunction, as normal function depends on the integrity of many processes ([@kfy008-B18]); this has been addressed by the development of technologies to measure mitochondrial function in intact cells, tissues, and even small organisms (discussed below). Some of these technologies have been adapted to medium- and high-throughput platforms, including mitochondrial respiration ([@kfy008-B8]; [@kfy008-B52]), microscopic analysis of mitochondrial morphology (i.e., mass, size, and number per cell), membrane potential, ROS production ([@kfy008-B12]; [@kfy008-B53]), mitophagy ([@kfy008-B42]; [@kfy008-B87]), and more ([@kfy008-B100]).

As most of the above-mentioned methods were optimized for *in vitro* studies, it is important to highlight that one of the major concerns related to most cell culture studies is the use of tumor-derived cell lines and high glucose media ([@kfy008-B63]). These cells can be highly resistant to mitochondrial toxicants, as they are typically capable of relying on glycolysis for ATP. Strategies to circumvent this problem include the use of primary cell cultures ([@kfy008-B101]), low-glucose media ([@kfy008-B3]; [@kfy008-B69]), or glucose-free medium supplemented with galactose ([@kfy008-B35]; [@kfy008-B63]). However, while these approaches have been successful in some cases, false negative results have also been reported ([@kfy008-B92]; [@kfy008-B101]), and combined approaches have been developed to reduce these ([@kfy008-B41]).

A limitation of *in vitro* assays is the challenge of extrapolating to chronic, developmental, or latent/later-life effects of mitotoxicant exposures. To address this, *in vivo* assays are used. Recently, these have included medium-throughput analysis of small alternative animal models; in particular, the nematode *C. elegans* and zebrafish (*Danio rerio*) are among the most promising. Both have been used in medium-throughput assays ([@kfy008-B3]; [@kfy008-B11]; [@kfy008-B55]; [@kfy008-B61]; [@kfy008-B64]), and both have been successfully used in studies that identified late-life consequences of mitochondrial dysfunction ([@kfy008-B47]; [@kfy008-B59]; [@kfy008-B75]). However, the complexity of whole organisms can sometimes limit interpretation and inferences about mechanisms of toxicity ([@kfy008-B18]). This issue has been addressed by combining *in vitro* with *in vivo* assays ([@kfy008-B3]) and by systematic analysis of different energy pathways *in vivo* ([@kfy008-B60]). Another important recent advance has been the inclusion of age and genetic deficiency as variables that may affect mitotoxicity ([@kfy008-B14]; [@kfy008-B59]; [@kfy008-B73]).

In conclusion, no one approach is ideal; therefore, one must carefully consider the strengths and limitations of each ([Figure 2](#kfy008-F2){ref-type="fig"}).
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MITOHORMESIS
============

The definition of "hormesis" varies among researchers, but the term is generally used to describe a biphasic dose response in which low-level exposure to a stressor results in beneficial outcomes, in contrast to higher-level exposures which are deleterious. The concept of hormesis has recently received more attention in toxicology ([@kfy008-B22]), but is controversial in a number of ways ([@kfy008-B56]), including the kinds of stressors that are likely to have hormetic effects. Interestingly, evidence for hormesis is long standing and widely accepted in mitochondrial biology. For example, exercise increases generation of ROS ([@kfy008-B76]), but also improves a very wide range of health-related parameters, from mitochondrial function to disease incidence. Exercise and many other environmental factors that affect mitochondria (dietary restriction, genetic manipulation, dietary phytochemicals, and low-level ROS) are generally accepted as having "mitohormetic" effects ([@kfy008-B81]; [@kfy008-B102]). Strong evidence corroborates that these are low-"dose" effects: for instance, mild genetic knockdown of mitochondrial ETC components increases lifespan in *C. elegans*, while stronger knockdown decreases lifespan ([@kfy008-B80]). Although there are some exceptions ([@kfy008-B27]; [@kfy008-B31]; [@kfy008-B88]), published examples of mitohormesis are derived largely from studies in which the mitochondrial stressors were not chemical in nature. Therefore, it is important to further test whether chemical stressors behave in a qualitatively similar fashion, or whether there are differences. For example, some pollutant exposures may be more persistent (e.g., in the case of a metal) than the stress caused by exercise.

Another important question is whether any trade-offs are associated with mitohormesis. For example, a stressor that results in chronic maintenance of highly-networked mitochondria might result, on an average, in improved mitochondrial function at the population level due to increased mitochondrial efficiency ([@kfy008-B68]). However, this could come at a cost of decreased mitophagy, which would theoretically increase the likelihood of mtDNA mutation accumulation---a rare event that would likely only be evident over time and in a few individuals, and therefore challenging to identify experimentally. Another possible trade-off is energetics; mild stress increases both mitochondrial degradation and biogenesis ([@kfy008-B68]), presumably resulting in maintenance of a pool of relatively "young" and highly functional mitochondria. However, this would require increased energetic resources, potentially at the cost of other organismal functions. This possibility is consistent with the fact that in some of the studies demonstrating mitohormesis in *C. elegans*, reductions in somatic growth and reproduction are also reported (e.g., [@kfy008-B79]; [@kfy008-B104]).

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
=================

There is still a great deal to be learned in laboratory studies of mitochondrial toxicity, the fundamental biology of mitochondria and the mitochondrial stress response, and how they overlap in gene-environment interactions. We have addressed many of these above ("Cutting-edge areas of research"). However, it is also critical that we expand our efforts to test the real-world relevance of mitochondrial toxicity in clinical and population studies. Efforts have been made to alert clinicians to the potential for mitochondrial toxicity, but these have been focused in large part on drugs ([@kfy008-B29]). Pollutant-induced effects have begun to be examined both in wildlife ([@kfy008-B54]) and human population studies ([@kfy008-B19]; [@kfy008-B103]). However, there are several factors that complicate our ability to bridge laboratory and population studies. Three particularly critical limitations are uncertainty about what the best biomarkers are; the inability to access target tissues and lack of clarity about whether accessible biomarkers in people are reflective of target tissues; and the potential for many variables to affect mitochondrial function.

Epidemiological studies typically rely on samples that can be obtained relatively easily and noninvasively, such as urine or blood. To date, researchers have often measured alterations in mtDNA copy number and damage, cardiolipin, oxygen consumption, metabolites, and more. However, efforts to identify biomarkers of mitochondrial dysfunction are ongoing ([@kfy008-B90]). We propose that advances in this area may be made in part by taking advantage of the growing understanding of the immune response to mitochondrial damage: important biomarkers may often be those that we know are common and meaningful precisely because our immune systems have evolved to respond to them.

Access to target tissues can be challenging both for logistical reasons, and because the target tissue is not always known. White blood cells, which unlike red blood cells contain mitochondria, are often studied. In some cases, researchers examine these cells because they may in fact represent a target tissue, or may cause oxidative damage to other tissues due to toxicant-induced dysfunction ([@kfy008-B103]). In other cases, however, an implicit assumption is made that the measured biomarker is representative of, or at least reflective of, mitochondrial health in the tissue(s) affected. This assumption should be made carefully, because most mitotoxic exposures, like most mitochondrial diseases, affect some tissues more than others (Dykens, in press). Nonetheless, there is evidence that this assumption is accurate in at least some cases. For example, in the disease Friedreich's Ataxia, although neurons of the spinal cord appear to be the most functionally affected cell type, high levels of mtDNA damage were detected in white blood cells of patients ([@kfy008-B51]). A key area for future work is developing better tools for assessing mitochondrial (dys)function in target tissues *in vivo*, and basing assessment of proxy tissue effects on our growing fundamental understanding of how and when systemic effects that result from mitochondrial stress in specific cells occur (discussed above). Determining the pathways by which cell autonomous and nonautonomous mitochondrial signals are carried will be a major advance in this area: attractive possibilities include secreted protein signals such as neurotrophic factors and exosome delivery of signaling cargo ([@kfy008-B4]). We hope that future work in laboratory as well as wild animals include measurement both in target tissues and in blood and urine to establish these critical links. It may also be useful to combine detection of biomarkers of mitochondrial damage with biomarkers of mitochondrial adaptation or mitohormesis.

Finally, there is evidence that multiple variables beyond pollutant exposure and (epi)genetic background can affect mitochondrial "health." These include disease, diet, exercise, age, and other sources of stress ([@kfy008-B57]; [@kfy008-B71]). These may interact, and of course in many cases involve potential multiple factors in each category for a given person (e.g., multiple chemical exposures, multiple genetic vulnerabilities, etc.). In addition, there may well be additional variables that remain unidentified, suggesting that a systems-type approach (e.g., "mitochondriomics": [@kfy008-B19]) would be best.

Despite these difficulties, progress in understanding mitochondrial toxicities has accelerated greatly in recent years, and we are confident that this trend will continue as future research efforts reduce these difficulties. Combining the complementary strengths of laboratory and epidemiological studies ([@kfy008-B2]) will be critical to improving our ability to prevent and mitigate mitotoxic exposures and inform therapeutic efforts.
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